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Government’s risk of insolvency puts pressure on markets
After three months of strong positive reaction, based on surprise at the intensity of monetary
and fiscal stimuli provided by the governments of different countries, especially in the United
States, the financial markets have started to move sideways. This can be seen in the American
(S&P 500), European (STOXX 600) and Brazilian (IBOVESPA) stock markets, and in exchange
rates (DXY and R$/US$, for example), which for months fluctuated in relatively narrow ranges.
In the meantime, two main variables have determined investors’ mood swings.
One is the pandemic’s dynamics. Signs of progress in the discovery of an effective vaccine have
generated optimism and increased risk appetite. On the other hand, indicators showing the
resurgence of the pandemic have pushed asset prices downward, apart from government
bonds in developed economies.
This is partly what happened in the last few weeks, when there was a worsening of the
pandemic in Europe, with a significant increase in COVID-19 cases, which already exceed the
peak of the first wave. It is true that this is partially caused by greater testing now. This helps to
explain why, despite the strong acceleration in new cases, the daily number of deaths, despite
increasing, has remained low and far below the level recorded during the first wave. This may
limit the use of measures to restrict urban mobility and close businesses.
Several European governments have implemented measures to restrict mobility, and some
epidemiologists have called for total lockdowns. This has led global markets to fall back,
together with increased risk aversion and appreciation of the U.S. dollar. Markets believe that
the economic recovery will only persist when mass vaccination is guaranteed. Despite advances
in the development of various vaccines, companies are unlikely to obtain the necessary
approvals before the end of the year. It will then be necessary to produce and distribute the
vaccines on a large scale, prolonging the period until the health situation is under control.
The other variable that is determining the behavior of the financial markets is the possibility of
a new fiscal stimulus package, mitigating the contractionary effect of the end of the programs
adopted at the height of the pandemic. Breaking a long tradition, members of the Federal
Reserve’s monetary policy committee have strongly insisted on the need for such stimulus, but
its approval has run up against conflicts between Democrats and Republicans in the United
States. The November elections in the U.S. may finally bring a solution, in one direction or
another, to this stalemate, but until then they will add volatility to asset prices.
In the meantime, the data shows a mixed picture across different countries and sectors. In the
United States, activity and labor market indicators have pointed to a weakening of the economic
recovery, with industrial production in September falling 0.6% in relation to the previous
month, against expectations of an increase of 0.5%. On the other hand, European and Chinese
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data shows that the recovery is ongoing. In other words, the picture is still one of recovery in
global activity, after the intense fall during the pandemic’s peak moment.
Against this background, the International Monetary Fund has upgraded its global growth
forecast for 2020, from minus 4.9% (June forecast) to minus 4.4%. In developed countries, the
revision was more intense, from minus 8.0% to minus 5.8%. For the U.S., the forecast was
altered from minus 8.0% to minus 4.3%.
The figures still indicate that Brazil is in a better situation than the rest of Latin America and the
Caribbean. Across this region, the IMF projects an 8.1% drop this year, with Mexico contracting
9.0%. For Brazil, the expected decline is now 5.8%, compared to the previous forecast of 9.1%.
In fact, Brazil has been a positive highlight in Latin America, due to its milder social distancing
measures and much more intense monetary and fiscal stimulus policies than in the region’s
other countries. However, the region’s currencies remain under pressure, especially in Brazil.
Domestic problems in several countries explain this situation.
The recovery of activity in Brazil continues, and we have moderately revised our growth forecast
for the third quarter, which now stands at 7.1% in relation to the second quarter, compared to
our previous forecast of 6.6%, disclosed in our September Bulletin. For the year, we now
forecast a decrease of 5.1%, compared to 5.3% previously.
While forecasts for this year have improved, for 2021 doubts regarding the behavior of the
economy have intensified. The rise in interest rates in future markets shows worsening
conditions for rolling over public debt, in addition to concerns about the behavior of the
exchange rate and inflation. Although current inflation is still below the target for this year, and
the expectation is that this will continue in 2021, fiscal risk has become an important factor in
the markets’ behavior. Doubts about Brazil’s ability to stabilize its public debt have reduced the
correlation between risk premiums and current inflation. High risk premiums are explained by
the government’s solvency uncertainties.
The IMF’s Fiscal Monitor also points to a challenging situation for the public finances in Brazil.
Following fiscal stimulus worth around 8% of GDP this year, double the average for emerging
countries (between 3% and 4% of GDP), gross debt will exceed 100% of GDP in 2020 (according
to the IMF metric), the second highest level among the countries. The average forecast for Latin
America is 81.6% of GDP.1
The present situation requires a fiscal consolidation strategy over the next few years. Without
a satisfactory solution to the fiscal impasse, aimed at reducing the primary deficit, financial
conditions will remain tight, reducing Brazil’s economic growth in the next few years.

Estimates for Argentina and Venezuela were not disclosed by the IMF. In 2019, Argentina’s gross debt was 90.4%, while
Venezuela’s was 232.8%.
1
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With these concerns in mind, this edition of IBRE’s Macro Bulletin includes the following
highlights:
1. The section on economic activity says that the recovery of activity in Brazil continued in the
third quarter, but it remains focused on the production and sale of goods. This is evident in the
data for the July-August period. This showed consistent progress in manufacturing industry and
retail trade, while the service sector, despite its improvement in the two months, had a
comparatively slower and more subdued upturn. In view of the results in July and August, and
our expectations for September, our projection for third-quarter GDP is a 5.1% decline, yearover-year and 7.1% growth at the margin. For 2020 as a whole, we forecast a 5.1% drop.
(Section 1)
2. The section on confidence shows that high uncertainty interrupted the recovery in
confidence indicators, as it was a significant limiting factor for the consumption and investment
decisions of economic agents. There is strong dispersion in cross-sector analysis, with industry
shooting ahead while the service sector suffers the impacts of the pandemic and is taking longer
than others to recover. Consumers remain concerned about difficulties encountered in the job
market and the approaching end of job maintenance and welfare programs, to a certain extent
postponing the consumption of goods and especially services. The outlook for the coming
months is still hard to forecast, but it is possible that the speed of recovery will further decline.
(Section 2)
3. The section about the labor market says that the unemployment rate reached a new high in
July, 13.8%, according to the Continuous National Household Sampling Survey (PNADC), above
FGV IBRE’s projection. On the other hand, the COVID-19 National Household Sampling Survey
(PNAD COVID-19) showed more consistent signs of labor market recovery in August and
September. In turn, the General Employment Registry (CAGED) presented another large net
positive result in July, with almost 250,000 formal jobs created. However, we are a little
skeptical about what this data shows. The intense drop in layoffs in CAGED, together with
misalignment with accumulated unemployment insurance claims, in addition to the sharp
decrease in the number of establishments reporting to CAGED, suggests significant
underreporting of layoffs during the pandemic, which may become evident by the end of the
year. (Section 3)
4. With regard to inflation, increases in agricultural commodity prices recorded by IPA have
again put pressure on consumer inflation. There has been no second wave of COVID-19, but
there is a second wave of food price increases. The dollar prices of key grains rose again and
these movements will push up IPCA’s 12-month result. The official index is expected to close
the year up 2.9%, within the target’s tolerance range, but at a level not forecast two months
again, when a much lower rate was envisaged. (Section 4)
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5. In the section on monetary policy, our analyst says that when the Brazilian Central Bank
introduced its forward guidance, the risk premiums embedded in market interest rates were
relatively modest. Since then, however, the situation has worsened substantially. As of the
beginning of August, market participants began to make their concerns about the fiscal
situation more explicit and interbank rates started to rise. Later on, this stress would reach
Treasury bills, causing a significant rise in discounts. In fact, across the markets as a whole,
financial conditions have become increasingly contractionary, to the detriment of the
resumption of economic activity. According to our analyst, all this stems from the fact that the
mere failure to break the fiscal regime does not bring the necessary tranquility to the markets
and, consequently, to the monetary authorities. As long as a satisfactory route out of the
current (and clearly unsustainable) fiscal situation is lacking, the insecurity and concerns of
market participants will persist, and the Central Bank will remain unable to make an effective
contribution to the economic recovery. (Section 5)
6. The fiscal section discusses the recent trajectory of public debt and the broader challenge of
ensuring fiscal solvency after 2020. The alarm bells triggered by the increase in debt have been
intensified by the absence of signs of a feasible path for the resumption of fiscal adjustment
and the uncertain economic recovery, mainly related to the future reduction of COVID-19
expenses and the risks involving the pandemic’s evolution. The effects of this fiscal uncertainty
have been reflected in the shortening of debt durations and the greater slope of the yield curve.
Thus, the “r - g” differential, that is, the difference between the cost of debt (recently reduced
by the historically low benchmark interest rate) and GDP growth, which is negatively impacted
by the pandemic, is of great importance for debt servicing. Keeping sovereign risk premiums
stable, after the unexpected combination of high public debt and strong fiscal expansion caused
by the pandemic, imposes a path in which deviating from fiscal consolidation is no longer an
option. (Section 6)
7. Regarding the external sector, we have slightly adjusted our current account deficit forecast
for 2020, to US$4.1 billion (0.3% of GDP) and increased our projected 2021 deficit to US$21.2
billion (1.5% of GDP). Despite Brazil’s historically low deficits, the current exceptional situation
will cause us to have a negative result in the 2020 balance of payments. There will be a recovery
in 2021, but insufficient to compensate for the fall in international reserves in 2019 and 2020.
(Section 7)
8. The international section says that the structure of economies explains most of the high
variability in the epidemic’s impact on economic activity worldwide. According to our analysts’
estimates, each percentage point of the tourism sector’s share of the economy explains 1.46
percentage points of the decline in GDP. Furthermore, for every 100 COVID-19 deaths per
million people, the economy has fallen 0.8 percentage points; and each percentage point of
fiscal support (increased spending, tax cuts, tax deferrals and loan guarantees) has alleviated
the economic downturn by 0.25 percentage points. The initial results indicate that the tourism
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sector’s share of GDP is very important in explaining the pandemic’s varying impacts on
economic activity in different countries. Smart measures to contain the epidemic without very
strict and long quarantines have also helped a lot to mitigate the drop in GDP. Fewer deaths
and more effective control of the virus, without requiring very long and strict quarantines, have
lessened the epidemic’s effect on economic activity. (Section 8)
9. In the Political Outlook section, our guest analyst outlines four hypothetical combinations
involving Bolsonaro and the Workers’ Party – the two great forces shaping Brazilian politics
today – in the next two years. In the next six months, a succession of events will affect the
balance of these two forces: the American presidential elections in November; the municipal
elections in Brazil, in the same month; the pandemic’s evolution, here and elsewhere; the
elections of the new heads of the House of Representatives and Senate, at the beginning of
February 2021; and expectations regarding the country’s fiscal health, closely associated with
decisions about how to finance the initiative that will replace the emergency aid program. Out
of the possible combinations, the following scenarios are presented: (1) “A rerun of 2018,” (2)
“Birth of the democratic front,” (3) “Collor 2.0,” and (4) “Revival of the center.” (Section 9)
10. Finally, the In Focus section, written by researcher Livio Ribeiro, looks at the recovery of the
Chinese economy. (Section 10)
Armando Castelar Pinheiro and Silvia Matos
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1. Economic Activity
Recovery of economic activity continues but uncertainties persist
The recovery of economic activity in Brazil
continued in the third quarter, but it
remains focused on the goods sector. The
data for July and August showed a
consistent advance in manufacturing
industry and retail trade. The service sector
also showed improvement in the twomonth period ended in August, but the
recovery has been very slow.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 1: GDP Projections

In the industrial sector, the strong recovery
in the production of consumer goods,
especially durable consumer goods, stands
out. Among our survey’s categories of use,
the production of capital goods is the
farthest from recovering its accumulated
losses in the pandemic, remaining 13.6%
below its level of production in February. In
retail, sales now exceed the pre-crisis level
by more than 8%. In the service sector, the
Source: IBGE. Produced by: FGV IBRE
recovery is rather timid. In August, the
sector remained almost 10% below the
activity level recorded in February, particularly because of still very low activity levels involving
services provided to families.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In view of the results in July and August and our expectations for September, our projection for
third-quarter GDP is a decline of 5.1% year-over-year and 7.1% growth at the margin, as shown
in Table 1. For 2020 as a whole, we forecast a 5.1% drop.
The positive adjustment in our third-quarter GDP projection (from minus 5.6% year-over-year
and 6.6% quarter-over-quarter in September’s Macro Bulletin) is justified by better results in
the industrial sector and also in trade and transport. On the other hand, agricultural production
was negatively revised, due to a drop in livestock production, especially cattle and poultry.
In the service sector, the biggest negative pressures, which prevent a stronger recovery in GDP,
are focused on “other services” (including services provided to families, health and private
education, among others) and “public administration services,” which together account for
almost half of service activity in GDP.
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On the demand side, household consumption is expected to grow 5.0% quarter-over-quarter
(and to decline 9.9% year-over-year) in the second quarter, and to fall 7.7% in the year. Despite
expected growth of 4.0% in overall income this year, the sharp drop in household consumption
can largely be explained by the reduction in consumption of services. In the absence of the
income compensation policies implemented by the government, we estimate that overall
income would have fallen 6.1%, causing an even bigger reduction in consumption.
In turn, investment is expected to grow 7.5% quarter-over-quarter (and to fall 11.9% year-overyear) in the third quarter. The recent major tightening of financial conditions, driven by the high
level of uncertainty related to the country’ fiscal framework, limits the economy’s ability to
recover and, in particular, investment.
We expect the recovery of economic activity to continue throughout the second half, but it is
worth remembering that the reduction in the amount paid for emergency assistance in the
fourth quarter may reduce consumption momentum at the end of the year. For 2021, we have
maintained our growth forecast of 3.5%. However, we emphasize that a possible worsening of
the fiscal situation and consequent tightening of financial conditions for longer periods would
place an important negative bias on our base scenario for next year.
Silvia Matos and Luana Miranda

2. Business People’s and Consumers’ Expectations
Uncertainty halts recovery in confidence
Business and consumer confidence indexes maintained their upward trend in September.
Business confidence reached its highest level since 2014, mainly influenced by the recovery of
industry and trade, while consumers still remained dissatisfied. Despite the improvement in the
outlook for the economy, families remain very cautious about consumption and their financial
situation, given job market difficulties, especially for low-income families, and the high level of
uncertainty.
There is strong dispersion in cross-sector analysis, with industry shooting ahead. Some
industrial segments have benefited from the weaker exchange rate, which favors exports and
has caused import substitution, to some extent protecting domestic manufacturers. There has
also been higher demand for intermediate products. Trade and construction are doing
reasonably well. The service sector is still suffering from the pandemic’s effects and running at
a level of activity well below normal, particularly in services provided to families.
The slow recovery highlights low-income consumers’ difficulty in projecting recovery, due to
labor market problems and the end of the government’s job maintenance and welfare
programs.
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October’s preliminary results suggest
an interruption of the recovery that
began five months ago, with a 1.1-point
drop in business confidence and
worsening expectations in all sectors
except industry. In the case of
consumers, confidence fell 3.9 points,
from a level that was already very low.
This confirms widespread concerns
among consumers and resulted in the
biggest gap between business and
consumer confidence since 2010.

Graph 1: Consumers’ and Business People’s Confidence
(seasonally adjusted, in points)

Source and produced by: FGV IBRE.

This worsening of expectations may be
related to high levels of uncertainty,
due to the pandemic’s impact on
economic activity and families’ lives. Following necessary and extraordinary measures to
mitigate the pandemic’s impacts on economic activity, discussions about the government’s
deficit and gradual withdrawal of fiscal stimulus have contributed to the slow decline in fiscal
uncertainties and their maintenance at levels above 120 points.
Political and fiscal uncertainties, which after 2015 hovered around 115 points (a level already
considered uncomfortable for investment decisions and discretionary spending) also reached
record levels in April. After the worst moment, these uncertainties started to fall, but both still
remain at a high level. According to October’s preliminary results, the Political Uncertainty
Indicator reached 116.5 points, 10.4
points below fiscal uncertainty, which
Graph 2: Political and Fiscal Uncertainty
reached 126.9 points. Since July, the first
(points)
has been below the second – something
that had not occurred for four
consecutive months since 2018.
In this environment, companies have little
incentive to invest and consumers tend to
reduce
non-essential
purchases,
especially when the pandemic’s evolution
is already sufficient reason to remain
uncertain about health and the economic
Source and produced by: FGV IBRE.
recovery. The Investment Intention
Indicator supports this analysis. After
bottoming out in the second quarter, all sectors recovered, but they remain at a low level in
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historical terms. The service sector has
found it hardest to react. It has the
lowest level out of all sectors, the
biggest distance from the pre-pandemic
period and the highest proportion of
companies that are uncertain about
implementing their investment plans
(49.1%).

Graph 3: Business Investment Intention Indicator
(points)

Prospects for the next few months are
still hard to forecast. Uncertainty in the
economic, fiscal, political and health
fields has been an important limiting
Source and produced by: FGV IBRE.
factor for the decisions of economic
agents. The most important driver of
recovery has been industry, which has
benefited from Brazil’s currency devaluation and increased consumption in some specific
segments. The question is whether this will be sufficient to spread to other sectors, considering
the additional difficulties that companies and consumers will have after the end of the
emergency programs, together with limitations on government spending. Despite consumers’
caution, the latest results on the volume of trade sales show that the consumption of goods is
recovering at the expense of services. Thus, more time is needed for services to recover, and
this will create difficulties in the labor market. As services are a major employer and an
important part of the country’s economy, it is possible that this recovery will become even
slower.
Anna Carolina Gouveia, Rodolpho Tobler and Viviane Seda Bittencourt

3. Labor Market
Hours worked fall more than economically active population, which shows signs of recovery
in August
The July edition of the Continuous National Household Sampling Survey (PNADC), whose results
have a reporting lag of nearly one month, presented another rise in the unemployment rate, to
13.8%, or 13.6% in seasonally adjusted terms, up 0.5 percentage points from the previous three
months and up 2 percentage points from the same period of 2019. The rate was also slighter
higher than expected by FGV IBRE (13.6%), representing an even more marked deterioration
than expected in the labor market in July. For August, we expect another increase, to 14.2%.
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On the other hand, as of the last week of
September, the COVID-19 National
Household Sampling Survey (PNAD
COVID-19) shows a consistent recovery in
the economically active population, as
well as a slowdown in the rise in
unemployment. Graphs 5 and 6 blend this
data from both surveys since the
beginning of 2020. The first set of data is
already monthly, in line with the Brazilian
Central Bank’s methodology (2020),
described by Martins, Peruchetti and
Duque (2020).

Graph 5: Economically Active Population, According to
Surveys (million)

Source: PNADC and PNAD COVID-19 (IBGE). Produced by:
FGV IBRE. * September = average of 4 weeks. Produced by:
FGV IBRE.

Graph 4: Unemployment Rate, 2016-20 (%)

Source: PNADC (IBGE). Produced by: FGV IBRE

Graph 6: Unemployment Rate – Differents Surveys (%)

Source: PNADC and PNAD COVID-19 (IBGE). Produced by:
FGV IBRE. * September = average of 4 weeks. Produced by:
FGV IBRE.
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In turn, the General Employment Registry (CAGED) provided another positive surprise,
presenting an additional 250,000 formal jobs in August, equivalent to 173,000 in seasonally
adjusted terms. Another increase, of around 300,000 (241,000 in seasonally adjusted terms) is
expected in September.
This increase, which again surprised both IBRE and the markets, reflects an almost stable level
of layoffs at a level significantly below the historical average. Hiring is still on the rise, at the
same speed as in previous months, but still below the level before the pandemic.
Graph 7: Net Change in CAGED, 2019-20

Graph 8: Hiring and Firing, Not Seasonally Adjusted,
CAGED

Source: CAGED (Labor Ministry). Produced by: FGV IBRE.
Source: CAGED (Labor Ministry). Produced by: FGV IBRE.

The significant drop in the number of layoffs suggests a combination of the effect of the
government’s policies to suspend employment contracts and reduce working hours, together
with possible underreporting by companies of their actual dismissals. The latter cause would
explain the mismatch between CAGED and PNADC or PNAD COVID-19.
Some evidence of underreporting in CAGED was discussed on IBRE’s Blog by Duque (2020). For
example, in recent months, the number of unemployment insurance claims grew significantly
more in relation to CAGED layoffs, suggesting that there was a greater number of dismissals
than reported in the second survey, as shown in Graph 9.
In addition to these misalignments between CAGED and other surveys, there was also a sharp
drop in the number of establishments reporting employee movements as of April.
Graph 10 shows that these movements totaled around 850,000 between January and March,
before falling to around 550,000 in April, and recovering only partially to just under 610,000 in
the last few months.
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Graph 10: Number of Establishments Reporting in CAGED

Source: CAGED (Labor Ministry). Produced by: FGV IBRE.

The smaller number of establishments may be an indication of underreporting of dismissals,
given that an inactive company has few incentives to register its employee movements in the
correct timeframe – which would focus on layoffs, as there would be no new hiring at inactive
companies. Thus, we may expect many layoffs to be recorded by December of this year.
Daniel Duque

4. Inflation
“Second wave” of higher food prices strikes
Accumulated inflation, as measured by the Broad Producer Price Index (IPA) and IGP-10 in
October, reached 27.5% in the last 12 months. The biggest inflationary pressure was exerted by
raw materials, in which producer price inflation was 57.5% in the same period. This processing
stage includes major commodities for the food industry, whose prices have been impacted in
recent months by increases in dollar prices as well as the devaluation of Brazil’s currency, which
has exceeded 30% in the last 12 months.
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The list includes important grains for industry, which help to make numerous products more
expensive, such as soy (83.2%), corn (75.4%) and wheat (40.9 %). As can be seen from the
accumulated 12-month rates, these three commodities have gone up significantly in price.
Movements of this magnitude are sustaining significant increases among intermediate
products, which are helping to push these increases along the production chain. Soybean meal
(74.9%) and wheat flour (18.7%) prove this contagion, by presenting an increase higher than
that obtained for intermediate goods (14.4%) in the last 12 months. In this stage, these grains
have pushed up the cost of manufacturing derived products and cattle feed.
In IPA’s last processing stage, the prices of final goods are also increasing in items that are a
step away from supermarket shelves. In this stage, there were steep rises in refined soybean oil
(85.5%) and beef (46.9%).
Before finally moving on to the Consumer Price Index (CPI), it is worth mentioning the high
prices of other grains, which go through a few processing steps before ending up on families’
tables. This is the case for rice (122.3%) and beans (28.8%). As can be seen from the figures,
these staple food products also registered a significant increase in the last 12 months.
With such high increases, it is easy to understand why foodstuffs are accounting for a significant
share of consumer inflation in 2020. Foodstuffs rose 9.2% this year and account for 92% of
accumulated inflation as measured by the Extended Consumer Price Index (IPCA).
Inflationary pressure started in March, when social distancing measures were introduced,
driven by demand in that period, which sustained high increases in food prices in March (1.4%)
and April (2.24%). Between May and July, there was a significant reduction in food inflation,
which amounted to 0.9% in these three months. However, in August (1.15%) and September
(2.89%), there was a second wave, not of COVID-19, but of food inflation. Basic products began
to register a new acceleration, and IPA once more presented rises in grain prices.
In October, the beginning of the last quarter of the year, the IPA results anticipate a lower
increase for key agricultural commodities. However, this behavior may be temporary. The prices
of major grains rose in the international markets in the first half of October. Wheat rose the
most (8.4%), but corn (5.5%) and soy (3.7%) are not too far behind.
Likewise, in October, IPCA will continue to be pressured by food, but the increase in the item is
expected to be approximately 2%, not as challenging as that observed in September, but even
so very significant. There will be increases in the prices of rice, beans, meat and milk – staple
items that will continue to put pressure on inflation in 2020.
According to IBRE’s Inflation Monitor, IPCA in October may go up approximately 0.6%. If this
figure is confirmed, the 12-month rate in the official index will rise from 3.14% now to 3.7%. For
November and December, accumulated inflation is unlikely to exceed 1%, which will cause the
official index to end the year up 2.9%, below the inflation target, but within the tolerance range.
This level was unimaginable until the end of the first half of the year, when a much smaller
number was expected.
André Braz
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5. Monetary Policy
Fiscal risks and monetary policy
Various economic analysts have adopted a kind of binary approach in their assessments of
Brazil’s complex fiscal situation at this moment. To some extent, the Central Bank itself has
treated the matter in the same way.
In fact, at the August meeting of the Central Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee, when defining
new guidelines for interest rate policy and while recognizing the limitations of forward guidance
in emerging countries, the bank’s leaders established what they called “future prescription.” In
their opinion, such a tool could be useful in the process of adjusting market expectations
expressed “in the middle part of the yield curve.” It was decided that “if the necessary
conditions are met, the Monetary Policy Committee will not raise interest rates, but may reduce
them.”
This prescription is “conditional on inflation expectations, as well as inflation projections from
the base scenario for the relevant monetary policy horizon.” Two additional conditional factors
were established. The first is the “maintenance of the fiscal regime, since its rupture would
imply significant changes to the economy’s structural interest rates.” The second is “the
anchoring of long-term inflation expectations.”
Experience has shown, however,
Graph 11: Interbank Interest Rate (%)
that the “maintenance of the fiscal
regime” has not produced conditions
capable of facilitating the Central
Bank’s work. From the beginning of
August, market players began to
make their concerns about the fiscal
situation more explicit. Graph 11
illustrates this. At that point, the
interbank interest rates of varying
maturities entered a clear upward
trend. Graph 12 shows that stress in
the bond market reached the
Treasury bills segment later on, just
Source: Bloomberg. Produced by: FGV IBRE.
before mid-September, causing a
significant rise in these securities’
discounts. Due to these and other
market
movements,
financial
conditions
have
become
increasingly contractionary, as indicated by ICF-IBRE (Graph 13). As a result, the policy of
keeping the benchmark Selic interest rate low can no longer produce results capable of
contributing in some way to the economic recovery.
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The explanation for recent market movements seems simple. When the federal government’s
spending ceiling was introduced in late 2016, it was known that its immediate consequence
would be a contraction in discretionary spending. However, it was imagined that over time,
society and its representatives in the political realm would be able to negotiate more
reasonable ways of adapting to the new restriction, essentially involving the containment of
mandatory expenses. The passage of time has made clear the absence of concrete initiatives in
this regard.
Graph 12: Treasury Bill Auctions (%)

Source: National Treasury. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

Graph 13: Financial Conditions Index (%)

Source: FGV IBRE. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

In turn, this absence has caused concern about the sustainability of the present fiscal situation.
The spending ceiling and the government’s 2021 budget bill leave no room for increasing public
spending next year, a period when the government is likely to have to do more than expected
in the area of health and, above all, to support the most vulnerable people. The only way to
resolve this issue and remove at least part of the tensions in the bond market, thereby
facilitating a more significant resumption of economic growth, is to strongly curb the expansion
of mandatory expenses. Unfortunately, the government has exhibited no appetite for taking
measures compatible with this need.
If the current fiscal issue is not tackled adequately, the insecurity and concerns of market
participants will persist. Fiscal risk premiums will continue to be embedded in market interest
rates, not to mention the persistence of similar premiums in other segments, such as the stock
and foreign exchange markets. In a nutshell, simply not breaking the current regime will not
bring the necessary tranquility to the markets and, consequently, to the monetary authorities.
When the Central Bank introduced its forward guidance, the risk premiums embedded in
market interest rates were still relatively modest. As can be seen, since then, the picture has
worsened considerably.
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Almost everywhere, recent macroeconomic events have undermined the effectiveness of
monetary policy. Brazil is no exception, although it has its own reasons for this. In this new
context, forward guidance is a useful tool and it needs to be preserved, as far as circumstances
allow. Given what we have discussed here, we can expect the Central Bank to keep the base
interest rate unchanged at its low rate. The problem is that we do not know how long it will be
possible to maintain this commitment. Without a satisfactory solution to the current fiscal
impasse, a change in conduct will be inevitable, although it is already known that monetary
policy is not in a position to fix our imbalances and put us back on track for economic growth.
José Júlio Senna

6. Fiscal Policy
Public debt and 2020: an unexpected combination and a challenge of new proportions for
fiscal solvency
The government’s rapid and intense reaction to the health and social needs created by the
pandemic that has marked 2020 – enabled budgetarily by a decree declaring a state of public
emergency – has been widely recognized and earned rare praise for the Brazilian government.
Since the pandemic peaked, much of the political and economic debate has focused on
financing options for a social program capable of making the transition from an emergency
program to a basic income scheme, which is now considered necessary. Meanwhile, clear
convergence is revealed in the concerns of experts and institutions regarding the public debt,
both now and going forward.
It will be hard to obtain sufficient resources, given Brazil’s well-known budgetary rigidity. Long
postponed efforts to adjust expenditure must finally leave the drawing board. The solution to
the dilemma of protecting an even more vulnerable population after COVID-19, without
abandoning the commitment to sound public finances, is eagerly awaited by market players.
Other factors risk making spending higher than anticipated in the annual budget, and debate
about the need to maintain some measures related to the pandemic in 2021 is hampered by
the lack of budgetary space for new expenses without giving up the country’s (only) fiscal
anchor: the spending ceiling.
In 2020, the high cost to the public purse of measures to combat COVID-19 makes the primary
result the main vector for raising indebtedness this year, even more than nominal interest
payments. These measures by the federal government to tackle COVID-19 have a budgeted
impact of R$607 billion or 8.6% of GDP in 2020.2 From January to August, the public sector’s net
debt increased R$571 billion because of the primary deficit, equivalent to 7.9% of GDP in the
previous 12 months.
Calculated from IBRE’s nominal GDP projection, based on amount in R$ billion presented by Economy Ministry at:
https://www.gov.br/economia/pt-br/centrais-deconteudo/apresentacoes/2020/setembro/2020_09_28_transparencia_coletiva_covid.pdf/view.
2
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Brazil’s public debt trajectory,
already worrying before the
pandemic, is now sounding a red
alert in this unexpected context of
expanding spending and contracting
economic activity, especially in the
absence of signs of a coordinated
and feasible resumption of fiscal
adjustment. Since December, gross
government debt has jumped by 13
percentage points of GDP, to 88.8%
of GDP, and the public sector’s net
debt has increased by 5 percentage
points of GDP, to 60.7% of GDP.

Graph 14: Maturity of Federal Government Bonds:
Percentage of Total Debt Maturing in up to 12 Months

Source: Brazilian Central Bank. Reference date for consultations

equal to the last working day of the previous month. Produced by:
Meanwhile, the future reduction in
FGV IBRE.
COVID-19 spending and risks
involving the pandemic’s evolution
in the country are perceived as
obstacles to economic recovery in
the near future, further deteriorating projections of the debt-to-GDP ratio, via the denominator
effect. In contrast, the effect of reducing interest rates to historically low levels is observed in
debt servicing.

However, the delay in clearly addressing these issues – whether due to a budget bill sent with
a low degree of realism, or creative and questionable financing suggestions – is blurring the
lenses of people who are observing Brazil, creating uncertainty that is costing us dearly. Without
a fiscal adjustment, more necessary than even before, the ability to move in the direction of
debt stabilization becomes increasingly unlikely. This concern is passed on to the debt profile
and yield curve structure.
In a technical statement3 released in April, the Treasury admitted to difficulties in selling longer
duration bonds in the markets and it has been forced to cancel several auctions. In the last few
months, there has been a reduction in durations in government bond issues, due to this
perception of greater risk and the questioning of the government’s payment capacity in the
not-so-distant future. Graph 14 shows the concentration of debt in shorter maturities (up to 12
months) in the last few months. The effect observed in the graph points to a path where the
risks associated with debt rollover capacity are higher.
Available at:
https://www.gov.br/economia/pt-br/centrais-de-conteudo/publicacoes/notas-tecnicas/2020/sei_me-7537916-nota-tecnica-1pdf-pl-149-de-2019.pdf/view
3
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At the same time (and to a large extent for the same reasons), there is also a steeper slope in
the yield curve’s duration structure, as recognized by the National Treasury in its Monthly Debt
Report for August.4 In fixed-rate primary auctions of bonds due in January 2024, the rate offered
increased from 5.13% p.a. in the auction held on August 13 to 6.16% p.a. in the October 8
auction. This is an increase of more than 1 percentage point in less than two months, in a period
without any changes to the benchmark Selic interest rate.
In the absence of any near-term prospects for achieving a primary surplus, the differential
between debt servicing cost and GDP growth – known as “r - g” – is of great importance for
debt servicing. During the pandemic, this difference has continued to be favored by the
reduction in base interest rates, which have fallen 1.8 percentage points since March.5
However, the pandemic’s negative impacts on economic activity have harmed this relationship.
Activity is still suffering from uncertainty about the speed of its resumption and the possibility
of a second wave of COVID-19.
Given projections that the path of primary deficits is far from being interrupted and considering
that the higher the interest rate and the lower the GDP growth, the greater the debt-to-GDP
ratio, the short-term horizon does not look very promising. Keeping sovereign risk premiums
stable after the unexpected combination of high public debt and strong fiscal expansion due to
the pandemic imposes a path in which deviating from fiscal consolidation is no longer an option.
Juliana Damasceno and Matheus Rosa Ribeiro

7. External Sector
Structural versus temporary factors
Our last update of the current account situation for 2020-2021 explicitly took into account the
exceptional situation we face. We started to project relatively low deficits in 2020, of only 0.4%
of GDP, but we still envisaged a decrease in international reserves of almost US$40 billion this
year.
Such a combination of a moderate deficit and significant loss of reserves is quite unusual, and
this underlines what an exceptional situation we are in. Ultimately, this is due to the huge
financing shock faced by emerging economies during the first half of this year, from which they
have not yet fully emerged. At the peak of the COVID-19 shock (during the second quarter),
there was capital flight, a search for protection and intense depreciation of emerging market
currencies.
Although the conditions surrounding the external situation (simplistically expressed as growth
differential, terms of trade, capital flows and exchange rate behavior) remain somewhat
unstable, the short-term scenario has gained a little more clarity since our last update. The risks
4
5

Available at: https://www.tesourotransparente.gov.br/publicacoes/relatorio-mensal-da-divida-rmd/2020/8
Annualized benchmark Selic interest rate.
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remain evident and abundant, but scope for major discontinuities seems at this moment to be
more limited.
Regarding growth differential, we moved from a moment of shock to progressive normalization,
both external and internal. Evidently, this is not a linear process, and there are comings and
goings associated with the public policies implemented (especially those to protect jobs and
income), the health issue and doubts about the continuity of the shock (how much of the
changes derived from COVID-19 will persist).
On the external side, our base scenario is a contraction of approximately 13% in global trade in
2020 and an incomplete recovery in 2021. However, specific external demand for Brazilian
goods is governed by slightly different conditions, most notably unequivocal acceleration in
Chinese demand (especially for basic goods and commodities) and a deep deceleration in
Argentina (relevant to industrial goods).
On the domestic side, our latest simulations indicate a 5.1% GDP decline in 2020, with major
shocks in industry and services, as well as major impacts on private domestic demand. There
will also be a partial recovery in domestic growth in 2021. According to our latest projection,
GDP will expand 3.5%. Both numbers have improved over time.
Regarding the terms of trade, we have noted for some time that Brazil’s trade characteristics
offer some important protection. Export prices have fallen less than average commodity prices
and import prices have also decreased, helping to mitigate the shock in the terms of trade. More
recently, there has been a significant recovery in some prices, both in exports and imports,
maintaining the general behavior previously identified.
In exports, the main highlight is the acceleration of agricultural prices, notably for proteins,
together with the maintenance of metallic commodity prices at robust levels. In imports, energy
prices have recovered and, in the wake of the global recovery, there is a little more pressure on
industrial goods. Putting this all together, we believe that the terms of trade will be practically
stable until the end of 2021.
In the same dynamics of progressive normalization, we have identified a resumption of capital
flows to emerging markets, making up for part of the shock observed in the first half. However,
this normalization is partial and it has not replaced the observed capital losses. This reinforces
the progressive decoupling between emerging and developed economies. Therefore, the world
of low international interest rates is no guarantee of flows to emerging countries, and risk
premiums remain important (and they are higher for certain countries).
Finally, a dissonant note appears in the behavior of the exchange rate, in which there is a clear
detachment between the Brazilian currency and its peers, whether emerging or developed.6
Recent simulations suggest that, given the long-term fundamentals, Brazil’s currency is at its
weakest ever point in the history of the floating exchange rate regime.7 This detachment seems
Analysis of key components clearly indicates a detachment between our currency and a “synthetic BRL” built from a basket
of currencies across emerging economies, developed industrial economies and developed commodity exporters.
7 “Desalinhamento cambial: O que isso nos diz?” IBRE’s Blog, October 2020.
6
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to have been mainly associated with
domestic issues, since at least the end
of April. With few exceptions, internal
issues
(obtained
by
residual
8
calculations), in addition to the interest
rate differential, have helped to weaken
the real.

Graph 15: Fundamentals of Brazil’s External Sector
(2006=100)

Recognizing these negative factors, we
believe that Brazil’s currency will
continue to depreciate until the end of
2021, although less intensely than
observed in the recent past. An overview
of external fundamentals is presented in
Graph 15.
Source: Brazilian Central Bank, WTO, Funcex, IMF, IBGE and
In practical terms, the implication of
FGV IBRE. Produced by: FGV IBRE.
major changes in the external sector’s
fundamentals is that we have had very
peculiar balance of payment dynamics
for the last six months. The current
account position quickly reverted from significant deficits at the beginning of the year to
surpluses, including increasing ones. Following huge capital outflows in March and April, there
was partial compensation during the second quarter and subsequent “normalization” of
financing dynamics.

Analyzing the balance of payments as a large Table of Resources and Uses, the exceptional
nature of the situation is clear in August’s results, when the current account surplus was greater

Proprietary econometric models allow us to evaluate the determining factors for currency behavior: external factors (such as
the strength of the USD in the world, commodity prices, American long-term interest rates and global aversion to risk), the
interest rate differential (one year) and internal factors (basically the portion of “Brazil Risk” that cannot be explained by global
factors).
8
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than amortization expenses for the first time since July 2006. An overview of recent
performance follows in Table 2.
Table 2: Balance of Payments (US$ billion)

Source: Brazilian Central Bank. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

Incorporating recent data and new fundamentals, we have revised our forecasts for the 20202021 period. We have reduced our 2020 current account deficit projection to US$4.1 billion
(from US$6.0 billion), equivalent to 0.3% of GDP. For 2021, we have slightly increased our
projection from US$20.5 billion to US$21.2 billion, or 1.5% of GDP.
We have slightly revised our projected trade balance for 2020, with faster growth in exports
compared to imports. In 2021, the dynamics will reverse, with imports growing faster due to
the recovery of the domestic economy (and despite a slightly weaker exchange rate).
In the balance of services and income, the biggest revision occurred in remittances of profits
and dividends, which are much higher in 2020 following methodological changes made by the
Central Bank in the third quarter.9 In the other items, there have been marginal adjustments,
both for this year and next year.
Table 3 compiles our latest projections (previous and current) and the updated figures supplied
by the Brazilian Central Bank in its latest Quarterly Inflation Report (September 2020). In
general, the numbers are very similar to the official ones, for both 2020 and 2021, although the
composition is slightly different, especially in terms of imports next year.

9

Every year, the external sector statistics and their indicators are revised in July (in 2020, August) and November.
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Table 3: Current Account Deficit (US$ billion and % of GDP)

* Central Bank concept; ** Previous forecast in June 2020 and current one in September 2020; *** Forecast in
Quarterly Inflation Report, September 2020. Source: Brazilian Central Bank. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

We know that in normal conditions, such a small current account deficit would be related to
greater slack in the balance of payments, potentially leading to an accumulation of international
reserves. However, the present situation is far from normal – which implies, especially for 2020,
an exceptional combination of low deficits and capital outflows.
It should be noted that we previously estimated worse results. There was an unexpected inflow
of capital into the portfolio, specifically in fixed income, during the last few months, adding to
a situation of repatriation of Brazilian investments abroad between March and June. (The latter
is already “normalized.”)
For 2020, our current projection is a negative balance of payments result (i.e., a decrease in
reserves) of US$19.3 billion (down from our previous forecast of US$38.0 billion), perfectly
offset by the accumulation of US$19.5 billion of reserves (previously US$27.8 billion) when the
scenario gradually becomes normalized next year. Although better, the results do not change
the qualitative discussion that we have presented in recent months: the reduction of reserves
observed in 2019 and 2020 will not be offset by the normalization expected for 2021. Table 4
compiles our recent projections and compares them with (incomplete) official projections.
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Table 4: Balance of Payments Uses and Resources (US$ billion)

** Previous forecast in June 2020 and current one in September 2020; *** Forecast in Quarterly Inflation
Report, September 2020. Source: Brazilian Central Bank. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

The exceptional situation related to COVID-19 has had major impacts on key global and local
economic indicators, and Brazil’s external sector is no exception. Going forward, we need to
discuss and understand how much of the profound cyclical shock will have structural, or at least
persistent, implications. This dichotomy between temporary and structural factors is the main
cause of uncertainty, which is likely to accompany us for some time.
Lívio Ribeiro

8. International Panorama
Economic impact of the epidemic – first simulations
One fact that has caught analysts’ attention is the enormous variability in the epidemic’s impact
on economic activity across the world. Table 5 presents the drop in GDP in several European
countries in three different periods. The first column shows the average decline in the first half
of 2020 compared to the same period of 2019. The second column shows the second quarter
of 2020 compared to the second quarter of 2019. The third column shows the second quarter
of 2020 compared to the fourth quarter of 2019, seasonally adjusted.
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There are some striking differences in this data. For example, between the fourth quarter of
2019 and the second quarter of 2020, Spain’s GDP slumped 22% while Finland’s declined 5%.
According to our estimates, the structure of economies explains most of this high variability.
For example, the fact that Spain is much more dependent on tourism explains 5 percentage
points of its difference with Finland. The higher number of deaths per million inhabitants
explains 4.4 percentage points, while the tougher quarantines and social distancing measures
that were applied in Spain compared to Finland explain 2.8 percentage points. Finally, Finland’s
more expansionary fiscal policy explains 1.2 percentage points. Adding up all these effects, we
can explain 13.4 percentage points of the difference of 16.4 percentage points.
However, it is very hard to identify causality when comparing different countries’ data. In the
absence of a more rigorous identification mechanism, we merely calculated correlations
between the variables and some conditional averages. Of course, there are variables for which
establishing a causal relationship is quite easy. It is clear that tourism’ share of the economy
explains lost activity. This sector has been the hardest hit by the pandemic. Deaths naturally
cause a decrease in economic activity, as for obvious reasons they increase people’s fear of
moving around and going about life normally. Fiscal policy has helped mitigate losses in
economic activity, as the government has increased its share of GDP in an attempt to make up
for some of the decline in the private sector. Finally, official lockdown measures have worsened
the economic downturn by preventing the movement of people and therefore different types
of economic transactions.
According to our estimates, each percentage point of the tourism sector’s share of the economy
explains 1.46 percentage points of the decline in GDP. Furthermore, for every 100 COVID-19
deaths per million people, the economy has fallen 0.8 percentage points; and each percentage
point of fiscal support (increased spending, tax cuts, tax deferrals and loan guarantees) has
alleviated the economic downturn by 0.25 percentage points.
To assess the impact of lockdown policies, we used the University of Oxford’s Stringency Index,
which ranges from 0 to 100. The higher the number, the stricter the public policy of closing
down the economy. This indicator assesses the policies adopted by governments but not
society’s level of compliance with them. In our regression analysis, the squared indicator was
multiplied by the share of GDP accounted for by services, excluding tourism. Since the effect is
non-linear, it needs to be calculated at one point. For a society in which the service sector
excluding tourism is 80% of GDP and where the lockdown Stringency Index is 40 (both the
average for the sample in our exercise), an increase of 10 points reduced GDP by 3 percentage
points.
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Table 5: GDP Growth Rates in Selected European Countries (%)

1H2020
(YoY)

2Q2020
(YoY)

2Q20 /
4Q19

Source: Eurostat. Produced by: FGV IBRE.
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Our initial results indicate that the tourism sector’s share of GDP explains a large part of the
differences in activity between countries. In Iceland, whose tourism sector accounts for 8.6% of
GDP, the drop in tourism explains 12.6 percentage points of the 14.3% decline in GDP. In
contrast, in Russia, where tourism only accounts for 1.27% of GDP, the decline in this sector
explains 1.9 percentage points of the 4.1% decline in GDP.
Smart measures to contain the epidemic without very strict and long quarantines have also
helped a lot to mitigate the drop in GDP. Fewer deaths and more effective control of the virus,
without requiring very long and strict quarantines, have lessened the epidemic’s effect on
economic activity.
Bráulio Borges and Samuel Pessôa

9. Political Outlook
Bolsonaro and the Workers’ Party: four hypothetical combinations for the next two years
Bolsonaro and the Workers’ Party are the two great forces shaping Brazilian politics today, as
Carlos Melo pointed out in a recent article in O Estado de São Paulo.10 Bolsonaro won the 2018
presidential elections despite not having any links to major political parties, dislodging from
power the large parties that had governed Brazil almost uninterruptedly since 1985. Now,
Bolsonaro – backed by the instruments of the executive branch, the parliamentary support of
the Centrão bloc and the president’s rising popularity – is the undisputed leader on the right of
the political spectrum. On the other hand, the Workers’ Party, despite the failure of Dilma
Rousseff’s administration, Rousseff’s impeachment in 2016 and the crushing defeat inflicted on
the party in the municipal elections of that year, managed to take its presidential candidate,
Fernando Haddad, to the second round of the presidential elections two years later. Luiz Inácio
Lula da Silva and the Workers’ Party still possess the biggest party organization in the country,
which has allowed them to maintain primacy on the left.
What the years 2021 and 2022 have in store for us will depend, to a large extent, on the
combination of Bolsonaro and the Workers’ Party. In the next six months, there will be a
succession of events, more or less interconnected, which will affect the state of these two
forces: the presidential elections in the United States in November, the municipal elections in
Brazil in the same month, the pandemic’s evolution here and elsewhere, the election of the
new heads of the House of Representatives and Senate in early February 2021, and expectations
regarding the country’s fiscal health, closely associated with decisions about how to finance the
emergency aid substitute program (the welfare package that the government and Congress are
trying to put together, which may be called the “Citizens Income Program” or some other
name).

See Carlos Melo, “Antipolarização e novo centro para a disputa,” O Estado de São Paulo, September 26, 2020, available at
https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/carlos-melo/antipolarizacao-e-novo-centro-para-a-disputa/.
10
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One useful exercise is to establish binary values for the state of Bolsonaro and the Workers’
Party (stronger versus weaker) and to deduce the main elements of four hypothetical scenarios:
(1) a stronger Bolsonaro and stronger Workers’ Party; (2) a stronger Bolsonaro and weaker
Workers’ Party; (3) a weaker Bolsonaro and stronger Workers’ Party; and (4) a weaker
Bolsonaro and weaker Workers’ Party. These four scenarios are explored below.
Scenario 1: A rerun of 2018 – a stronger Bolsonaro and stronger Workers’ Party. This scenario
presupposes the deepening of the government’s political “normalization,” which began in June
of this year, following the arrest of Fabrício Queiroz, a former aide to Senator Flávio Bolsonaro,
one of the president’s sons. Queiroz’s arrest was the last straw that ended the head of state’s
attempts at institutional rupture in the first half of 2020. Justice Alexandre de Moraes’ energetic
investigations into both anti-democracy protests by Bolsonaro’s followers and criticism of the
Supreme Federal Court on social media were also decisive in forcing the former Army captain
to change his political stance. The fact that the Armed Forces did not support Bolsonaro’s
attempts also contributed to their failure.
This change led Bolsonaro to actively seek the legislative backing of the Centrão bloc, which has
given the executive a parliamentary support base of approximately 40% of the seats in the
House and 30% in the Sente11 – far from a majority but enough to prevent the president from
being impeached. This normalization will strengthen Bolsonaro if the new House speaker in
February 2021 is aligned with him. This will not just facilitate the passing of bills presented by
the government, but also greatly hinder the launch of an impeachment process.
The reelection of Donald Trump in the United States would also strengthen Bolsonaro, given
that Trump is a source of inspiration for him and a major diplomatic ally. Regarding the
upcoming Brazilian municipal elections, the president is unlikely to perform well, as he does not
belong to a party. For these elections to strengthen him, he needs a good result in the city of
Rio de Janeiro, his political stronghold, as Jairo Nicolau pointed out in a recent interview.12
In turn, the probable fading of the pandemic could aid Bolsonaro due to the simple sensation
of collective relief. However, for him to become stronger, the president must succeed in his
maneuver of transferring the economic costs of COVID-19 to governors and obtain approval for
a replacement for emergency aid while credibly signaling to the markets that public debt and
public spending will not follow an explosive path.
Given its poor past performance, it will not be hard for the Workers’ Party to grow stronger in
the coming months. It will merely have to outperform the 2016 municipal elections, which is
likely, as Jairo Nicolau stated in the interview cited above. Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva will also need
See Marcos Mortati, “Governo amplia apoio no Congresso, mas ambiente para reformas segue turvo,” InfoMoney, October
2, 2020, available at https://www.infomoney.com.br/politica/governo-amplia-base-no-congresso-mas-ambiente-para-reformassegue-turvo/.
12 See Cristian Klein, “Resultado no Rio é o que importa na eleição municipal, diz Nicolau,” Valor Econômico, October 2, 2020,
available at https://valor.globo.com/politica/noticia/2020/10/02/resultado-no-rio-e-o-que-importa-na-eleicao-municipal-diznicolau.ghtml.
11
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to continue to poll competitively in opinion polls related to the 2022 presidential dispute, and
it important that no new leftwing leaders emerge to effectively challenge the Workers’ Party
hegemony in this field.
In short, this scenario would be a replay of the contest fought in the second round of the 2018
presidential elections.
Scenario 2: Birth of the democratic front – a stronger Bolsonaro and weaker Workers’ Party.
If Bolsonaro gets stronger and the Workers’ Party fails to meet one of the three conditions
described above, there will be a real opportunity for the formation of a democratic front that
opposes the government – an alternative that has been rejected by Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva. If
the Workers’ Party realizes that it is in serious danger of not reaching the second round in 2022
– as it has always managed to do since 1989 – and that Bolsonaro has a high chance of being
reelected, Lula da Silva and his party may come to support a candidate from another party,
thereby forming a broad electoral coalition spanning the center and left. In other words, a
democratic front in 2022 depends on perceptions of Bolsonaro’s strength and of the Workers’
Party’s weakness.
Scenario 3 – Collor 2.0 – a weaker Bolsonaro and stronger Workers’ Party. More than the
defeat of Trump, the disappointing performance of candidates linked to the Brazilian president
in the municipal elections or the election of a new House speaker not aligned with him, the key
factor in weakening Bolsonaro would be failure to resolve the fiscal situation and enable a
replacement of emergency aid. As stated in this column two months ago, this aid “has
generated a positive shock of economic well-being for low-income people, similar to the first
Cruzado Plan in 1986 and the Real Plan in 1994. However, it remains to be seen whether this
shock will have an artificial and temporary character like the Cruzado Plan or a structural and
lasting effect like the Real Plan.”13 Everything will depend on how the fiscal equation is dealt
with. If the markets continue to believe that the economy is on an “unsustainable path,” in the
words of former finance minister Pedro Malan,14 2021 may witness a vicious cycle in which poor
economic performance and the government’s political weakness feed off each other, as
happened to Fernando Collor (like Bolsonaro, a right-wing populist without a parliamentary
majority) as of 1991.
With a strong Workers’ Party and the end of the pandemic, street protests against the federal
government could occur frequently, which in turn could reactivate the radicalism that
characterized the current government between January 2019 and June 2020.
This scenario would resurrect the idea of impeaching Bolsonaro.

See Octavio Amorim Neto, “Precedentes históricos da mutação de Bolsonaro,” IBRE’s Blog, August 26, 2020, available at
https://blogdoibre.fgv.br/posts/precedentes-historicos-da-mutacao-de-bolsonaro.
14 See Renata Agostini, “’Estamos num curso insustentável,’ afirma Pedro Malan,” O Estado de São Paulo, August 25, 2018,
available at https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,estamos-num-curso-insustentavel-afirma-pedro-malan,70002472401.
13
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Scenario 4: Revival of the center – a weaker Bolsonaro and weaker Workers’ Party: The
weakening of both forces would offer a great opportunity for the revival of the political center,
which has been badly damaged since the election that shook the party system in 2018.
However, taking advantage of it will depend on relatively random factors, such as the ability of
individual leaders and the abandonment of exaggerated ambitions by secondary political
actors. This is the kind of thing that Tancredo Neves and Ulysses Guimarães achieved.
Possible victories by Bruno Covas (PSDB), Eduardo Paes (DEM) and Bruno Reis (DEM) in the
disputes for mayor of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, respectively, would favor the
center’s revival.
This scenario would considerably facilitate the formation of a new centrist party combining
chunks of MDB, PSDB and DEM. This process would be stimulated by the end of coalitions in
proportional elections, as of this year’s elections. The creation of this new party would also
signal that Brazil is finally beginning to reorganize itself to obtain a less fragmented party
system, which along with ideological polarization, has contributed so much to the endless
political crisis that the country has been suffering from since 2013.
Given the uncertainty that characterizes Brazil and the world today, it does not make sense to
assign probabilities to the four scenarios. The key is to have relatively clear and coherent
parameters for mapping the chaotic political process to which we are subjected. This is the role
of the speculative exercise outlined above. Finally, it is worth noting that at times like this,
tactical errors made by major actors can have extremely negative and lasting consequences.
Professor Octavio Amorim Neto, FGV EBAPE

10. IBRE In Focus: China – a winding road up the mountain
In the “IBRE In Focus” section of July 2020’s Macro Bulletin, we stressed that the strong Chinese
recovery seen in the second quarter of 2020 should not be extrapolated, without due
reservations, to the rest of the world. Even if the general narrative were the same across the
globe (and, in fact, timing has been a hallmark of the COVID-19 shock), China’s specific social,
economic and historical factors means that its recovery may be an “imperfect beacon” for a
very limited set of societies.
Although its anti-cyclical policies were markedly softer than those observed in the Western
world (especially in developed countries), China faced COVID-19 with higher savings, a more
favorable sector composition (less services and more industry), a stimulus profile aimed at the
acceleration of added value in “Old China” (credit, investment and construction), and greater
tolerance of contact tracing – invasive in terms of individual freedoms, but essential to avoid a
second wave of infections.
There were therefore good reasons to believe that China would maintain its strong economic
momentum in the third quarter, with sequential acceleration and a resumption (faster than
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anywhere else) of the pre-COVID-19 growth speed. Back then, our base scenario was for
expansion in the range of 1.0% to 1.5% in 2020, in line with multilateral organizations’
projections and below the most optimistic scenarios outlined by some institutions.15
It is necessary to recognize that during the third quarter, the available indicators suggested a
more benign scenario than we had originally foreseen, motivating a progressive upward
revision of our projections for quarterly and annual growth. These improvements in prospects
were based on two main blocks of indicators.
On the one hand, qualitative PMI data showed a consistent acceleration during the third quarter
of the year, in both manufacturing and services. Table 6 shows the behavior of official PMI
indexes (produced by NBS). These indicators are constructed as a diffusion index centered on
50: results above this level indicate growth, while those below it indicate contraction.

Table 6: Manufacturing PMI and Service PMI (NBS)

Source: NBS and CEIC. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

We can immediately see that both manufacturing and services recorded progressively stronger
expansion as the months went by, indicating a sequential recovery of the economy. In fact,
services seem to have recovered faster, sequentially,16 than manufacturing. In addition,
practically all parts of manufacturing continued to expand in the third quarter, with an emphasis
on new export orders. External demand showed clear signs of recovery, mitigating one of the
biggest risks for China’s recovery. One dissonant note was employment, which has continued
to contract in the past few months, although progressively less so. (That is, the figures have
been lower than 50, but they are getting closer to that level.)
Assuming more intense government intervention and more aggressive public policies in the monetary and fiscal areas, some
institutions have projected growth of 2.5% to 3.0% in 2020. We have always viewed such numbers with huge reservations.
16 It is important to understand that this comment is about acceleration and not speed of growth. That is, services recovered
more intensely, but they could be growing at lower rates compared to the same period of last year.
15
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On the other hand, real monthly indicators disclosed in the third quarter showed a consistent
improvement, although marked by enormous heterogeneity and some volatility. Table 7
summarizes the main information used in our quarterly GDP modeling. It should be noted that
the relevant industry, retail and construction indicators for the last month of each quarter are
always released together with GDP,17 which poses an additional practical challenge for our
modeling.

Table 7: Selected Monthly Indicators (year-over-year)

* Variables disclosed together with quarterly GDP; ** Real retail figure deflated by CPI, including for goods and
food; *** Includes loans in local and foreign currency; **** Total Social Financing, encompassing banking and
shadow banking operations. Source: NBS and CEIC. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

The data on activity in the final month of each quarter is always disclosed together with quarterly GDP. Under normal
conditions, the behavior of previous months is usually a good predictor of monthly behavior at the end of the quarter. At a
time like the present one, however, with so much uncertainty and volatility in the data, this working hypothesis tends to be
more fragile and unsuitable.
17
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There are numerous issues worth noting, of which we will highlight four. First, there has been
a clear acceleration in industrial production and sales indicators over the past few months, and
this process gained traction at the end of the third quarter. As background vectors, there is
robust evidence of acceleration in both domestic demand (perceptible in retail sales and
imports, although this remains somewhat volatile) and external demand (exports).
Second, the construction sector saw a major recovery at the start of the third quarter, although
signs of easing are emerging. This is clear from the continued growth in investment in fixed
assets and, above all, from the unexpected contraction in new construction observed in
September. Although real estate sales remain robust, the risks for this sector’s recovery have
increased. (We will talk more about this later.)
Third, credit indicators still have high growth rates but there has been a marked slowdown in
new loans. This is particularly clear in bank credit, with loans growing only at a single-digit rate
in September. This also occurred with broad credit (Total Social Financing, which combines
banking operations with those originating in shadow banking). Broader credit’s expansion rates
are higher than those observed in bank credit, so the relative share of shadow banking is
increasing, and with that, the risk of prudential adjustments ahead.
The last comment must already be clear to the most attentive readers: there is a brutal
heterogeneity in the economy, both between sectors and within the same sector. Production
is growing much faster than retail sales, there is a gap between sales of goods and food (clearly
related to the relative behavior of trade and services), evidence of a slowdown in construction
has appeared, and there are strong differences between the dynamics of bank credit and
shadow banking.
Albeit with numerous hiccups and uncertainties, it is evident that there was a recovery in the
economy in the third quarter and, more importantly, the data presented suggests that this
recovery has grown stronger over the months. This has been reflected in our projections and
analysts’ expectations. In July, we expected growth of 4.4% in the third quarter of 2020 and
1.3% in 2020. Immediately before the release of the GDP figures for the third quarter, these
figures were respectively 5.7% and 2.0 %, compared to market medians of 5.5% and 2.2%.
Therefore, the 4.9% year-over-year growth rate in the recently concluded quarter was
disappointing. We are certainly not saying that this result was bad – the sequential acceleration
observed since the beginning of the year is very strong, going from an all-time drop in the first
quarter to an expansion rate only slightly less than the pre-COVID-19 speed in half a year. China
is accelerating, but perhaps less intensely than suggested by high-frequency indicators.
Let us look at the sector details. In Table 8, we compare the year-over-year growth rates
observed in the third quarter of 2020, in selected sectors on the supply side, with the values
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recorded since the last quarter of 2019. Our idea is to observe which sectors have already
resumed annualized expansion rates equivalent to those immediately prior to COVID-19.

Table 8: Annualized Expansion Rates, Selected Sectors

Source: NBS and CEIC. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

As pointed out several times, in this article and in previous papers, the general narrative about
the COVID-19 shock (in China and worldwide) is of relevant sector heterogeneity, in both the
phase of abrupt deceleration of the economy and in the subsequent recovery. Over time, it is
expected that this heterogeneity will diminish as the economy normalizes.
In fact, GDP data shows more homogeneous behavior in the third quarter than previously
observed, and in many sectors, expansion speeds comparable to before COVID-19 are
resuming. The primary sector (crop and livestock farming, fish farming and plant extraction)
continues to accelerate and is now growing 3.9% year-over-year, faster than at the end of 2019.
However, it only accounts for a small share of Chinese GDP (just over 7.0%). The relevant
discussion is therefore about the secondary sector (industry, construction and production of
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electricity, gas and water, accounting for just under 40% of GDP) and the tertiary sector
(services, with an approximate weighting of 53%).
Unlike in the previous quarter, the secondary sector has returned to a growth rate comparable
to the period before the shock. In fact, annualized growth is now running at 6.0%, marginally
higher than 5.8% in the fourth quarter of 2019. Continuing on from what was observed in the
middle of the year, there was an additional acceleration in manufacturing and construction.
Both segments are growing faster than at the end of last year. This combination of “Old China”
(investment, credit and construction) and demand recovery (internal and external) can be seen
in high-frequency data.
The incomplete recovery is totally concentrated in the tertiary sector, although the growth gap
is clearly smaller than that registered in the last quarter. The tertiary sector has returned to
more robust rates of expansion (4.3% year-over-year), but still somewhat below that registered
before COVID-19. The resumption of services has been slower and more tortuous in China, and
that will be the case in all economies.
Most importantly, there are evident changes in inter-sector behavior. If we are going to
converge on a “new normal,” it will be more evident in the tertiary sector. On the positive side,
information technology, financial intermediation and real estate activities continue to
accelerate, with higher expansion rates than those observed both at the end of 2019 and in the
second quarter of 2020. COVID-19 has been a catalyst for a shift to a more technological and
digital “new economy.”
On the negative side, other activities have not resumed the expansion rates seen at the end of
2019, and in some cases, they have continued to shrink. This is particularly clear in
accommodations and food (reflecting difficulties in the recreation, leisure and tourism sectors,
which can be seen in the high-frequency indicators for meals away from home), in leasing
services and in other services provided. Even trade and transport, although expanding, are
running much slower than at the end of last year.
It should be noted that in all cases, there has been a sequential improvement, with higher
speeds than those recorded in the second quarter of 2020. However, there seems to be a long
path ahead and it is perfectly possible that the observed speeds reflect a change in consumption
patterns, making a rapid resumption of these activities unfeasible.
The results of the third quarter prompted a reassessment of our prospects for the year,
reducing our initial estimates of fourth-quarter expansion to 5.2%, year-over-year. If confirmed,
this would imply 1.7% growth in 2020. We believe that the third quarter result will discourage
some analysts’ more exuberant projections, promoting a convergence of annual estimates back
to around 2.0%.
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At this point, it is more important to discuss the balance of risks for such projections – not so
much in 2020, but for next year and perhaps beyond. It seems to us that at this moment, there
is a certain negative asymmetry.
On the negative side, we highlight three issues. First, there is growing evidence of a second
global wave of COVID-19, especially in Europe and also in the Americas. Even though the
Chinese economy is now more dependent on its domestic market, a worsening of the
international environment may certainly hinder things. Having emerged from the shock first,
China will have to deal with external headwinds for longer.
Second, significant geopolitical risks remain, including an evolution of disputes involving China.
The trade war with the United States has flared up under President Trump, but it is more
important to understand more broadly how different countries are organizing themselves to
hinder China’s geopolitical rise, which has a close connection with growth in its technological
power.
Strategic issues are also gaining attention in the post-COVID-19 world, with countless countries
convinced that they cannot depend on Chinese supplies from a national security perspective.
We are now clearly in a Cold War, with a digital battlefield and in which the projection of power
will occur not through ideology, but through the adoption (or not) of Chinese technologies and
products. Depending on future developments (which are not so distant), we may see major
changes in production chains, trade and the adoption of disruptive technologies, especially in
telecommunications.
Finally, there are important prudential adjustments under way in the Chinese economy, which
could lead to an additional decrease in momentum in certain economic sectors. In particular,
we can observe recurrent indications of “prudent” monetary policy by the People’s Bank of
China, the Chinese central bank, and a recent regulatory change in the real estate market,
restricting the main developers’ debt capacity. It is even possible that the initial effects of this
adjustment have already appeared in the September data.
As a result, we can expect additional reductions in construction starts, non-tax revenue from
municipalities (largely associated with land auctions for developers), property prices (especially
land) and issuance of shadow banking instruments (typically collateralized in the real estate
market). In other words, there is a real possibility of a short-term slowdown in growth, together
with greater managerial prudence and less systemic risks in the medium term (notably in
private debt).
On the positive side, it is important to recognize that the country continues to have
considerable freedom to implement countercyclical policies, if necessary. In the monetary field,
inflation is decreasing (the 12-month rate is now 1.7%), with well-behaved core inflation (0.5%)
and a sharp slowdown in the prices of goods due to pressure from food prices (notably
proteins). In the fiscal area, an increase in the primary deficit in 2020 (to around 8.0 percentage
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points of GDP) has not yet been signaled, providing additional space for public spending.
Furthermore, it is necessary to recognize that aggregate debt is high (above 280% of GDP), even
though the public share is relatively small (around 65% of GDP) and at a very low cost (below
2.0% per year).
Finally, we must not forget structural features that make China better able to cope with the
shock of COVID-19 and able to recover faster than other economies: (i) its savings rate,
especially in the private sector, is much higher, freeing up state resources for policies to
promote growth, rather than income maintenance policies like those observed in the Western
world; (ii) its secondary sector is larger than its tertiary sector, implying a faster resumption and
potentially higher speed in “new normal” conditions; and (iii) its cultural matrix is more tolerant
and favorable to social distancing and contact tracing – essential to avoid a second wave of
infections and naturally prioritizing collective interests over individual freedom.
In conclusion, although we saw a negative surprise in the third quarter of 2020, we must
recognize that China has detached itself from other economies and it will be one of a handful,
and the only one among the biggest economies, to record growth in 2020. China will emerge
from the COVID-19 shock relatively stronger, with more importance to global growth and better
able to impose its strategic agenda to increase added value produced, project its influence and
consolidate its hegemonic geopolitical position.
Changes will occur, whether in China’s relationship with the world or in the composition of the
Chinese economy. Certain sectors will take a long time to resume pre-COVID-19 levels and in
some cases, it is even possible that we are at the beginning of a structural change. The road to
recovery is a tortuous one, but in China’s case, based on information currently available and
despite the risks involved, it appears to be clearly moving up the mountain.
Lívio Ribeiro
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